Development and evaluation of an integrated virtual screening strategy by combining molecular docking and pharmacophore searching based on multiple protein structures.
In this study, we developed and evaluated a novel parallel virtual screening strategy by integrating molecular docking and complex-based pharmacophore searching based on multiple protein structures. First, the capacity of molecular docking or pharmacophore searching based on any single structure from nine crystallographic structures of Rho kinase 1 (ROCK1) to distinguish the known ROCK1 inhibitors from noninhibitors was evaluated systematically. Then, the naı̈ve Bayesian classification or recursive partitioning technique was employed to integrate the predictions from molecular docking and complex-based pharmacophore searching based on multiple crystallographic structures of ROCK1, and the integrated protocol yields much better performance than molecular docking or complex-based pharmacophore searching based on any single ROCK1 structure. Finally, the well-validated integrated virtual screening protocol was applied to identify potential inhibitors of ROCK1 from traditional chinese medicine (TCM). The obtained potential active compounds from TCM are structurally novel and diverse compared with the known inhibitors of ROCK1, and they may afford valuable clues for the development of potent ROCK1 inhibitors.